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Abstract: Transcriptional control is governed by the actions of a large number of proteins, called transcription factor.  Gene is regulated by the 
binding of transcription factor on the regulatory motifs known as Transcriptional factor binding sites.  Genes are regulated by activity of short 
DNA sequences (regulatory motif) of size 6-12 that resides in close proximity to the co-regulated genes in the genome. Many diseases are 
caused by defects in gene regulation, rendering the identification of regulatory sequences is an important task. Many of the Current motif finding 
systems uses clustering based algorithms. This assumption has some limitations because sequence signals have distinct properties and varies in 
count. This project aims at identifying old and new regulatory motifs in DNA Sequences using Self-Organizing Map (SOM) and Neural 
Networks. This system is based on a novel intra-node soft competitive procedure to achieve maximum discrimination of motifs from background 
signals in datasets. The intra-node competition is based on an adaptive weighting technique on two different signal models to better represent 
these two classes of signals. System is developed as a Motif analysis tool using that researchers will find motif sequences for several real and 
artificial dataset. 
 
Keywords: A - Adenine, G - Guanine, C - Cytosine, T - Thymine, Regulatory Motif, Self Organizing Neural Network, Position Specific Scoring 
Matrix,  Hybrid Analysis Model 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The proposed project is performed in the 
Bioinformatics platform. Bioinformatics is the application of 
computer technology to the management of biological 
information. Computers are used to gather, store, analyze 
and integrate biological and genetic information which can 
then be applied to gene-based drug discovery and 
development. The need for Bioinformatics capabilities has 
been precipitated by the explosion of publicly available 
genomic information resulting from the Human Genome 
Project.  

In genetics, a sequence motif is a nucleotide or amino-
acid sequence pattern that is widespread and has, or is 
conjectured to have, a biological significance. For proteins, 
a sequence motif is distinguished from a structural motif, a 
motif formed by the three dimensional arrangement of 
amino acids, which may not be adjacent. [1]. The main 
reason for the detection of regulatory motif is that the motif 
is responsible for the irregularities or special behavior of a 
body.  So if we are able to find the position and the weight 
of the regulatory motif it is easy to detect the particular 
character of the body. When a sequence motif appears in the 
exon of a gene, it may encode the "structural motif" of a 
protein; that is a stereotypical element of the overall 
structure of the protein. Nevertheless, motifs need not be 
associated with a distinctive secondary structure. [6] "Non 
coding" sequences are not translated into proteins, and 
nucleic acids with such motifs need not deviate from the 
typical shape (e.g. the "B-form" DNA double helix). 

Outside of gene exons, there exist regulatory sequence 
motifs and motifs within the "junk", such as satellite DNA. 
Some of these are believed to affect the shape of nucleic 
acids (see for example RNA self-splicing), but this is only 
sometimes the case. For example, many DNA binding 
proteins that have affinity for specific DNA binding sites 
bind DNA in only its double-helical form. They are able to 
recognize motifs through contact with the double helix's 

major or minor groove. Short coding motifs, which appear 
to lack secondary structure, include those that label proteins 
for delivery to particular parts of a cell, or mark them for 
phosphorylation. Within a sequence or database of 
sequences, researchers search and find motifs using 
computer-based techniques of sequence analysis, such as 
BLAST. Such techniques belong to the discipline of 
bioinformatics. [6][7] 

Motifs and consensus sequences the notation [XYZ] 
means X or Y or Z, but does not indicate the likelihood of 
any particular match. For this reason, two or more patterns 
are often associated with a single motif: the defining pattern, 
and various typical patterns. For example, the defining 
sequence for the IQ motif may be taken to be: [FILV] Qxxx 
[RK] Gxxx. Usually, however, the first letter is I, and both 
[RK] choices resolve to R. Since the last choice is so wide, 
the pattern IQxxxRGxxxR is sometimes equated with the IQ 
motif itself, but a more accurate description would be a 
consensus sequence for the IQ motif. Discovery through 
evolutionary conservation Motifs have been discovered by 
studying similar genes in different species. For example, by 
aligning the amino acid sequences specified by the GCM 
(glial cells missing) gene in man, mouse and D. 

The drawback in the existing project is that it cannot 
undergo any flexible gaps or insertion or deletion operation 
in the DNA sequences. Moreover the Motif length that has 
been used in the existing project is only of assumption. It 
does not work in some of the real datasets. And it can able 
to find the regulatory motif only in DNA sequences having 
length of 6 – 12 bases only. The proposed project deals with 
the Detection of Regulatory Motif in Eukaryotes by using 
the Self Organizing Neural Network and the Position 
Specific Scoring Matrix. 
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II. PROPOSED SCHEME 

A. Self Organizing Map Neural Network: 

A self – organizing map (SOM) or self – organizing 
feature map (SOFM) is a type of artificial neural network 
(ANN) that is trained using unsupervised learning to 
produce a low – dimensional (typically two – dimensional), 
discretized representation of the input space of the training 
samples, called a map[21]. Self – organizing maps are 
different from other artificial neural networks in the sense 
that they use a neighborhood function to preserve the 
topological properties of the input space.[8] 

 
Figure: 1 

Figure 1. A self-organizing map showing U.S. 
Congress voting patterns visualized in Synapse. The first 
two boxes show clustering and distances while the 
remaining ones show the component planes. Red means a 
yes vote while blue means a no vote in the component 
planes (except the party component where red 
is Republican and blue is Democratic). 

The main objective the Self Organizing map is to 
transform an incoming arbitrary signal direction into one or 
two dimensional discrete map. [15][13] 

This makes SOMs useful for visualizing low-
dimensional views of high-dimensional data, akin 
to multidimensional scaling. The model was first described 
as an artificial neural network by 
the Finnish professor Teuvo Kohonen, and is sometimes 
called a Kohonen map or network.[1][2]. 

Like most artificial neural networks, SOMs operate in 
the following modes: Initialization, Competition, 
Cooperation and Adaptation. "In the Initialization all the 
connection weights are initialized with small random values. 
In the competition the particular DNA with smallest value of 
discriminant function is declared the winner. In the 
cooperation the winning DNA have cooperation with the 
neighbor DNA. In the Adaptation, the DNA is 
enhanced[23]. 

A self-organizing map consists of components called 
nodes or neurons. Associated with each node is a weight 

vector of the same dimension as the input data vectors and a 
position in the map space. The usual arrangement of nodes 
is a two-dimensional regular spacing in 
a hexagonal or rectangular grid. The self-organizing map 
describes a mapping from a higher dimensional input space 
to a lower dimensional map space. The procedure for 
placing a vector from data space onto the map is to find the 
node with the closest (smallest distance metric) weight 
vector to the data space vector[23]. While it is typical to 
consider this type of network structure as related to feed 
forward networks where the nodes are visualized as being 
attached, this type of architecture is fundamentally different 
in arrangement and motivation. Useful extensions include 
using toroidal grids where opposite edges are connected and 
using large numbers of nodes. It is also common to use 
the U-Matrix. [3][9]  

The U-Matrix value of a particular node is the average 
distance between the node and its closest 
neighbors.[4][22] In a square grid, for instance, we might 
consider the closest 4 or 8 nodes (the Von 
Neumann and Moore neighborhoods, respectively), or six 
nodes in a hexagonal grid. Large SOMs display properties 
which are emergent. In maps consisting of thousands of 
nodes, it is possible to perform cluster operations on the map 
itself.[5]  

The Detection of Regulatory Motif in Eukaryotes by 
Self Organizing Map Neural Networks makes use of the Self 
Organizing Map Neural Network for the purpose of 
maximum discrimination of the input that are present in the 
input space.[4][13][15][22] 

The Self Organizing Map undergoes training in the 
detection of Regulatory Motif in Eukaryotes by Self 
Organizing Map Neural Networks.[13][15] 

The Architectural setup of Self Organizing Map Neural 
Network is the lattice size (U = R × C)is arbitrarily chosen. 
The default size is 15 × 15s. Each node’s model, Θi, is 
initialized with random values.[15] 

The training is performed by following the steps given 
below. They are, 

a. Let the BMU index for a k-mer K is q(K). 
b. for epoch=1 to max_epoch do 
c. for each K Î Xdo  
d. Compute Θi (K),∀i = 1, …,U. 
e. Find the BMU of K as q K i K i  

Interpretation 

      
Figure: 2  
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Figure.2 One-dimensional SOM versus principal 
component analysis (PCA) for data approximation. SOM is 
a red broken line with squares, 20 nodes. The first principal 
component is presented by a blue line. Data points are the 
small grey circles. For PCA, the fraction of variance 
unexplained in this example is 23.23%, for SOM it is 
6.86%[9] 

The Self Organizing Map can be interpreted in two 
ways.[15] Because while performing the training phase of 
the detection of Regulatory Motif in Eukaryotes by Self 
Organizing Map Neural Networks, the weights of the whole 
nearby nodes or neurons start moving in the same direction 
so that the adjacent neurons or nodes are formed.[15] This 
may be visualized by a U-Matrix (Euclidean distance 
between weight vectors of neighboring cells) of the SOM 
[3] [4].  The other way is to think of neuronal weights as 
pointers to the input space. They form a discrete 
approximation of the distribution of training samples. More 
neurons point to regions with high training sample 
concentration and fewer where the samples are scarce.SOM 
may be considered a nonlinear generalization of Principal 
components analysis (PCA) [10]. It has been shown, using 
both artificial and real geophysical data, that SOM has many 
advantage over the conventional feature extraction methods 
such as Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOF) or PCA. [11] 
[12] [19] 

During the training phase itself the similar neurons or 
nodes are grouped together while the different neurons or 
nodes are placed apart. Moreover the weights of the similar 
neurons or nodes can be used as the pointers of the input. 
These input values are discrete in number. So the training 
takes place frequently where the similar neuron or nodes are 
arranged and the training takes place at very scarce amount 
where the dissimilar neuron or nodes are arranged.[14]. 

Moreover Self Organizing Map is not a solution to an 
optimization problem. [15] 

So the training helps to separate the Adenaine, 
Thymine, Guanine, Cytosine separately and the weights of 
the Adenaine, Thymine, Guanine and Cytosine can be  
calculated. 

B. Position Scoring Specific Matrix: 

The Position Specific Scoring Matrix can be used for 
the representation of the Regulatory Motifs in the 
Bioinformatics.[1]  

Position-specific scoring matrices (PSSM) offer a 
flexible way to represent the specificity of transcription 
factor/DNA interactions. PSSM can be built on the basis of 
a set of known binding sites for the factor of interest. 

The Position Specific Scoring Matrix is used to match 
the weight of the DNA Sequence separately with the weight 
of the Adenaine, Thymine, Guanine and Cytosine. The 
Position Specific Scoring Matrix can able to match the DNA 
Sequence of fixed length only. The Position Specific 
Scoring Matrix can be calculated using the following 
formula:S = ( Sj )N j=1 is defined as  ∑N

j=1msj,j, 
where ‘j’ represents position in the substring, Sj is the 
symbol at position ‘j’ in the substring, and ‘mαj’ is the score 
in row ‘α’, column ‘j’ of the matrix.  

The Following is the Position of the Adenaine, 
Thymine, Guanine and Cytosine in the Detection of 
Regulatory Motif in Eukaryotes by Self Organizing Map 
Neural Network whose DNA Sequences are taken from the 
TRANSFAC database for the transcription factor AP-1: [15] 

Table 1. Position Weight Matrix 
Pos A C G T IUPAC 
01 6 2 8 1 R 
02 3 5 9 0 S 
03 0 0 0 17 T 
04 0 0 17 0 G 
05 17 0 0 0 A 
06 0 16 0 1 C 
07 3 2 3 9 T 
08 4 7 2 4 N 
09 9 6 1 1 M 
10 4 3 7 3 N 
11 6 3 1 7 W 

 
The first column specifies the position, the second 

column contains the number of occurrences of A at that 
position, the third column contains the number of 
occurrences of C at that position, the fourth column contains 
the number of occurrences of G at that position, the fifth 
column contains the number of occurrences of T at that 
position, and the last column contains the IUPAC notation 
for that position. Note that the sums of occurrences for A, C, 
G, and T for each row should be equal because the PFM is 
derived from aggregating several consensus sequences.[20]   

While Comparing the existing project with this project 
the Position Specific Scoring Matrix is more efficient 
because it does not involve any unwanted data for finding 
the position of the regulatory motif and it searches for the 
regulatory motif globally. 

C. Hybrid Analysis Model: 

The Hybrid Analysis Model is used in the 
Bioinformatics for finding the interaction of proteins  in the 
DNA Sequences.[1][2] [3] by the binding the proteins of the 
DNA Molecule.  

The Hybrid Analysis Model is used to find the exact 
position of the transcription factor binding site while the 
other techniques find only the position of the components of 
the DNA Sequences.[17]  

The transcription factor is the Small DNA Sequences 
which are found to be different from other DNA Sequences. 
In a human body, the entire body has same type of DNA 
Sequences. Only if there is any irregularities in the body, we 
can able to find the change in the DNA Sequences and the 
changed DNA sequences are said to be transcription factor. 
The position where the transcription factor is attached is 
called transcription factor binding site.[16][18][19] 

The transcriptional control is governed by the large 
number of proteins called transcription factor. And the Gene 
is regulated by the binding of the transcription factor on the 
DNA Sequences known as Transcription factor binding 
site.[16] 

This hybrid node model components perform soft-
competition through an adaptive weighting scheme within a 
node to represent the mixture of signals in it. Then  
hypothesized that, the fitness of each model’s components 
(i.e., PSSM and MC) with respect to the sequences in a 
node, is a fuzzy indication of its signal class 
composition.[17][18] 

The Existing Project makes use of the Novel Entropy 
based Clustering for finding the Candidate Motif which is 
not performed by the Hybrid Analysis Model since we are 
not in need to find the candidate motif for finding the 
transcription factor because using hybrid analysis model the 
transcription factor and the transcription factor binding site 
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can be found directly if the position of the Adenaine, 
Thymine, Guanine and Cytosine is found.[16]  

III. SIMULATION RESULT 

The Proposed project finds the position and weight of 
the Adenaine, Guanine, Thymine and Cytosine. The time 
complexity is very less compared to that of the existing 
project. 

The Position Scoring can be illustrated by the following 
Graph in fig.3 

 

 
Figure 3. Position Scoring Map on A-Adenaine 

The Proposed project finds the position and weight of 
the Adenaine, Guanine, Thymine and Cytosine. So that the 
transcription factor binding site and the transcription factor 
can be identified using these positions.[16] The time 
complexity is very less when compared to that of the 
existing project. 

The differences between the time complexity and the 
efficiency of the existing project and the proposed project is 
shown in the Fig.1 

 

 
Figure: 4 

In the Fig.1 the Blue Color Bar shows the Time 
Complexity of the the proposed project Detection of 
Regulatory Motif of Eukaryotes by Self Organising Map 
and the Red Color Bar shows the Time Complexity of the 

existing project Motif Discovery by Cluster Refinement  
Algorithm. Comparing the Two bar diagrams we can able to 
find that the time complexity of the proposed project is very 
less and the efficiency is very high. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Motif discovery in DNA datasets is a challenging 
problem domain because of our lack of understanding of the 
nature of the data, and the mechanisms to which proteins 
recognize and interact with its binding sites are still 
perplexing to biologist. Hence, predicting binding sites by 
using computational algorithms is still far from satisfaction. 

In this paper, we have proposed a SOM based 
Extraction Algorithm (SOMEA) for simultaneous 
identification of multiple-motifs in DNA dataset. We have 
made two main contributions in this work. Firstly, it is 
shown that, the use of node model that considers the distinct 
properties of the motif and background signals is helpful in 
mining DNA motifs.   
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